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Confirm. Updating Configuration Thirty minutes ago I was hustling a car through the rolling,
glass-smooth two-lanes of Virginia's horse country, my hands happily clasped to a thick,
three-spoke steering wheel as I arced the front tires through kinks and bends and wriggles, my
feet playing the three pedals as if I were summoning bass notes on a pipe organ, my right hand
jumping to the five-speed manual lever to choose shifts up and down, suspension beneath me
deftly deflecting road bumps while keeping all four corners locked down and obedient. I was
having fun. I was not driving a Porsche , though. My grins appeared from the helm of a station
wagon. Once a staple of American idiom, the term "station wagon" has in recent decades all but
slipped into disuse, now found way back in the synonyms drawer alongside words like "dull,"
"archaic," and "I'd rather have a big ol' SUV. After all, wagons are more nimble than taller
crossovers and SUVs, more fun to drive, and often more fuel-efficient. Volkswagen , which has
been making wagons for 50 years think Squareback, Dasher, Quantum, Fox, etc. Not only has
the company proudly dubbed its sleek new five-door model the Jetta SportWagen, but the ad
campaign that accompanies the car's launch will intentionally hark back to the good old wagon
days of yore stay tuned for lots of faded footage of Mom in a sundress and Dad preparing to
drive the family wagon to the hardware store. When VW begins selling the SportWagen early
this summer, three engines will be offered: the 2. VW says the long-awaited diesel, which makes
horsepower and pound-feet of torque, should quickly account for 50 percent of the 14, or so
SportWagens the maker intends to sell in the States annually. Customers will have a chance to
try the diesel SportWagens by early summer: VW intends to ship cars to U. Asked why buyers
would want to buy a diesel engine when the fuel savings is small but the additional cost of
diesel fuel versus gas is currently considerable, Mark Barnes replies with a single word: "resale.
Key features on the SportWagen include standard heated seats and electronic stability control,
an optional touchscreen navigation system with data stored on hard drive you can also upload
MP3s to the drive , and the aforementioned, gigantic moonroof. Diesel pricing estimates aren't
yet available. My day behind the wheel of two 2. The engine revs with a typical five-cylinder
thrum -- not the sexiest exhaust note on the planet -- but it pulls smartly the extra 20 hp over the
Jetta is most appreciated. Chassis poise is excellent, and steering feel would embarrass a few
far pricier sports sedans. Add firm, supportive seats, good front-seat headroom even with the
added bulk of the sunroof , a tilt-telescoping wheel, and a perfectly placed dead pedal, and the
SportWagen delivers all the driver's-car essentials. What's more, I detected not a squeak or
shimmy from the rear quarters; there the Jetta has it all over its station wagon forebears. This is
a sleek, nicely sized package. Given that the Passat Wagon offers only a few extra cubic feet of
cargo room, one has to wonder whether the SportWagen will cannibalize some of it's larger
sibling's sales. For sure, this new Jetta should cannibalize some of its crossover competition.
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reads outside Air Temperature. Let our technicians inspect your Volkswagen Jetta to diagnose
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warranty, inventory level, and return policy details. Please select a dealer to view local pricing.
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below:. Home Volkswagen Jetta 2. Shop Volkswagen Jetta 2. As a Volkswagen Jetta 2. For that
reason we recommend Genuine VW Parts for every repair. Simply select your specific model
and part category to start browsing the parts your vehicleâ€”and youâ€”deserve. Your Nearest
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Jetta 2. S Sedan. Select a Category. Popular Products Quick Buy. It's tough to enjoy the road
ahead if you can't see what's coming. As one of the most crucial safety features of your
Volkswagen, it's important to make sure that your wipers are regularly maintained and
functioning correctly. Genuine Volkswagen Windshield Wipers and Wiper Blades are precisely
designed and manufactured to provide factory-grade cleaning of and debris removal from your
windshield. If you've noticed your wipers chattering, streaking or not making full contact with
your windshield, it's time to replace them with Genuine VW Windshield Wipers. Quick Buy.
Neither you nor your VW can operate at a peak performance if you're not breathing clean air.
When it comes time to replace your VW's engine air filter or cabin air filter, trust Genuine VW Air
Filters to restore factory-grade breathability to your engine and cabin. By filtering dirt, dust and
other debris from reaching your engine, you're helping to keep your VW's engine running at
peak performance for miles to come. And by filtering the same dust and debris from entering
your vehicle's cabin, you're helping to maintain your VW's premium cabin comfort for both you
and your passengers. Volkswagen Accessories. Car Care. Keep your Volkswagen Jetta in the
same pristine shape as it was the day you drove it off the lot with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Car
Care Products. Shop Car Care. Comfort and Protection. Make yourself comfortable and keep
your Volkswagen Jetta protected from the rigors of daily use with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta
Comfort and Protection Products. Shop Comfort and Protection. Never drive unplugged unless
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own personal touches or achieve a sportier stance with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Sport and
Design Accessories. Shop Sport and Design. L
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eave nothing you need for outdoor adventuring behind with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta
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